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SHOWMANSHIP
Showmanship is the skill of handling and exhibiting a
horse at halter. Many youth shows include showmanship
classes. To do well in these classes requires a knowledge
of good handling procedures, along with patient practice
before show day.
SOME FUNDAMENTALS OF GOOD SHOWMANSHIP
• Have your horse well trained.
• Be sure that your horse is clean and well groomed.
• Be certain that your show halter or bridle fits properly
and is clean.
• Dress neatly and appropriately.
• Enter the ring promptly when your class is called.
• Be calm and proud, and always do your best.
• Stand your horse quietly and show him at all times.
• Move your horse briskly and correctly when asked.
• Be courteous.
• Be a good winner or a good loser.
APPEARANCE OF THE HORSE
In showmanship or halter competition, it is essential
that the horse, as well as the exhibitor, be clean and
neat. Judges are attracted to well-groomed, well-man-
nered horses with glossy coats. A show horse should
appear healthy and athletic and be neither thin nor ex-
cessively fat.
Start preparing your horse for the show early—
many good horsemen work the year round getting ready
for competition. Good feeding, liberal exercise, and good
training, along with daily grooming, will pay dividends.
No amount of brushing can make a horse that is out of
condition look well groomed.
Daily grooming not only cleans the hair but massages
the muscles and brings out oil that gives the hair a
glossy sheen. Some of the equipment used for grooming
is shown in Figure 1. For safety, always halter and tie
your horse when grooming him. Some horsemen remove
the horse from the stall and crosstie him in a wide alley.
Careful grooming before entering the showring in-
cludes wiping out the eyes, ears, and nostrils, and also
wiping the belly, sheath, and dock. Handlers often apply
a small amount of oil or coat dressing, but these can
never take the place of natural hair luster from
brushing.
During cold weather horses often grow long winter
coats. Some owners clip the entire body of the horse
several weeks before an early spring show. In the
summer, exposure to the hot sun can sunburn and
bleach the hair. To prevent faded coats, provide shade
for the horse or stable him during the heat of the day.
If you stable the horse, exercise him daily or turn him
into a paddock at night. A stall blanket helps to keep
horses clean and to protect their hair coats.
Horses are not often bathed because water can dull
the hair bv removing natural oils. Partial washing is
sometimes necessary to remove stable stains from light
horses and to clean white legs, manes, and tails. After
shows or workouts, horses are often sponged with warm
water and rubbed dry to remove oil and sweat. If the
Steel curry: Removes crusted
body but too rough for legs.
dirt from
Rubber curry: Used on body and legs.
Body brush: Coarse bristles.
Dandy brush: Fine bristles.
Hoof pick: Cleans underside of foot in
grooming.
Wide-toothed mane and tail comb: A
regular comb may pull out hair.
Sweat scraper: Removes froth after horse
has had a workout.
Grooming equipment. (Fig. 1)
Arabian: Natural mane and tail (also for other types). Hackney: About 14 rosettes are braided into the mane; tail is docked
and set.
Tennessee Walking Horse: Foretop and first lock are braided; tail is Three-gaited American Saddle Horse: Clipped mane and tail and set
nicked and set. tail (sometimes for hunters and polo mounts).
Polo pony: Pulled and shortened mane (sometimes for Quarter Horses, Five-gaited American Saddle Horse: Braided foretop and first lock;
hunters, and Thoroughbreds). tail nicked and set (also for Shetlands and fine harness horses).
American Quarter Horse: Mane often clipped with tuft left at foretop
and withers; thin tail (also for other stock horses).
Hunter: Seven braids in mane; braided tail at dock with switch.
Haircuts and hairdos. (Fig. 2)
horse is extremely hot, he should be cooled out by walk-
ing after he has been sponged and rubbed dry.
Curry combs and brushes are not generally used to
comb manes and tails because they pull out too much
hair. It is better to straighten the hair by hand or use a
wide-toothed mane and tail comb (Fig. 1). Recom-
mended preparation of manes and tails for different
types of horses is shown in Figure 2. Even a beginner
can learn to braid a mane or tail attractively, but some
practice several days before the show is recommended.
Horses will look neater and smarter if the long hairs
inside their ears and around the jaws are removed. Put-
ting cotton in the ears will reduce the noise of the
clippers and keep hair from falling into the ears. The
appearance of the feet and legs can be improved by
clipping the hoof head, pastern, and fetlocks. It is ad-
visable to clip a week or two before the show to allow
some hair growth. Avoid irregular second cuts and con-
trasting color shades by using sharp electric clippers
and going with the lie of the hair.
A good foot is essential for any horse. Ideally the
foot should appear full and rounded at the toes and
quarters, and wide and deep at the heels. It should have
a tough, waxy texture to insure long, useful service.
Normally the hoof grows about 14 inch a month, and
needs regular trimming to avoid excessive overgrowth.
Nothing detracts more from appearance than long,
cracked, neglected hooves. Pick up and clean the soles
of gentle horses as part of your grooming routine. Keep
your horse in a clean stable— foul, dirty, wet stables
often cause foot troubles.
Horses can be shown with or without shoes. Many
show horses are shod for protection and also for im-
proved action. Extra weight in the toe lengthens the
stride, while added weight in the heel aids flexion and
knee action. Be sure that the shoe fits and blends
smoothly with the foot. Shoes should be removed and
reset every 4 to 6 weeks. The application of hoof dress-
ing is an accepted show practice.
TACK AND DRESS
Some shows have special requirements for the type
of clothing to be worn. Even when there are no such
requirements, always dress neatly and appropriately.
Look like a horseman. Leather-soled shoes or boots
offer more protection than soft sneakers.
A halter and lead strap are standard equipment for
showing western type horses. Such English breeds as
the American Saddle Horse, Tennessee Walking Horse,
and Shetland are shown with an open bridle. The show
equipment need not be of expensive leather, but it
should be clean and strong, and should fit properly.
Loose-fitting halters or bridles and loose, dangling
throatlatches or other straps detract from good show-
manship. Don't carry grooming equipment into the
ring. In certain classes the use of a whip is optional.
It is used not to punish the horse but to keep him alert.
ENTERING THE RING
A good showman enters the ring promptly when his
class is called. Most judges prefer that for a halter class
the horse be brought into the ring at a brisk walk in
a counterclockwise direction. A judge, wanting to get
an overall picture of all exhibitors and horses, may ask
the class to circle the ring once before lining up in
front of the spectators.
Always lead your horse from the left side (never
from the front) and stay about even with the horse's
shoulder (Fig. 3). Good showmen will often be in
step with their horses. Hold the lead strap in your right
hand 10 to 12 inches from the halter. The rest of the
lead strap can either be held in the left hand or folded
and held in the right. Lead straps much over 6 feet
long are unhandy. It is dangerous to wrap the lead
around your hand or your body.
POSING YOUR HORSE
Lead into position as directed. Work calmly. Avoid
overshowing and unnecessary fuss and movement. If
you have trained your horse, he will set up quietly and
quickly. Use the lead strap and never kick a horse's legs
into position. Horses show best when the front feet are
on higher ground than the hind feet. This position lifts
the head and helps straighten the topline and hind legs.
Western type horses and ponies are shown with their
feet squarely under them, while most English types and
Shetlands are stretched slightly or parked.
Practice ring courtesy and safety and do not crowd
your competitor's horse. When standing side by side or
when showing from the side head to tail, allow several
feet between horses. Crowding may cause the animals
to kick. Stand in front of your horse facing him, but
remember to keep an eye out for the judge. Your ob-
jective is to show the horse proudly and to his best
advantage, rather than looking at or visiting with
spectators or fellow exhibitors.
After the horses are lined up, some judges like to
inspect exhibitors and horses by walking around each
horse. When the judge comes to the front of your
horse, move to the left side, and face the judge. Now,
when he wants to look at the left side of your horse,
move gracefully and courteously back in front of your
horse. When the judge moves to the rear, remain facing
your horse's head and step slightly to one side so you
can keep an eye on the judge.
Judges customarily ask each exhibitor individually to
show the action of his horse, often by walking the horse
to a designated spot or ringman and trotting him back.
Be attentive and listen for directions. When your turn
comes, lead your horse in front of the judge, pause, and
set him up momentarily. Then collect your horse and
lead straight away. Just before reaching the designated
spot, slow your horse, stop squarely, and then turn your
horse to the right. If turned to the left, the horse may
step on the person leading him. Before trotting back to
Entering the ring, lead on left, strap in
right hand.
Lead about even with horse's shoulder and
keep in step.
Face horse; stand Western horses and
ponies squarely.
English types and Shetlands are stretched. Always keep eye on judge and horse;
when judge is in front, turn facing him.
When judge is to the right of horse, move
to the left.
When judge is at rear, turn at an angle. Always turn to right to avoid the horse's
stepping on you.
Lead in straight line to and from judge.
Good showmanship. (Fig. 3)
the judge, pause and set your horse up momentarily
before the ringmaster, then trot out smartly and briskly
toward the judge. Don't lead in front of the horse, since
this obstructs the judge's view. When near the judge,
stop squarely (don't run over him), and wait for his
instructions.
Some ponies are shown on the rail, and the judge
may prefer that you trot on past him so he can observe
the stride and style of your pony or horse. In this case,
lead slightly to the left of the judge at a uniform gait.
After returning to the line, continue to show. A good
impression or performance can be ruined by letting
down before competition is actually over. Occasionally
the judge may ask you to move your horse to a differ-
ent place in line. It is preferable to back your horse out
of a line and to lead into position from the rear.
EQUITATION OR HORSEMANSHIP
Equitation, also called horsemanship, is the art of rid-
ing and controlling a horse intelligently and gracefully.
Good equitation is simply the rider's skill in getting the
horse to perform well through the use of such aids as
the hands, feet, legs, posture, and voice.
Horsemanship or stock seat is the term used when a
horse is ridden with a western type saddle having
wooden stirrups, a horn at the pommel in front, and a
raised back or cantle. English equitation is used when a
horse is ridden with an English type saddle that has
steel stirrups and does not have a horn or high cantle.
English equitation includes saddle seat and hunt or
forward seat. Saddle seat equitation refers to good
form and control for English pleasure riding. Hunt
seat equitation refers to good working form and con-
trol of jumping horses.
For both English and western styles of riding, youth
shows usually include pleasure performance and equita-
tion (or horsemanship) classes. Placing in a pleasure
class is determined primarily by the performance of
the horse, while in horsemanship or equitation the judge
evaluates the form, ability, and methods of the rider.
The clothing worn and the equipment or tack used by
the rider are called appointments. The tack must fit the
horse and the rider. Clothing should be neat, clean, and
appropriate.
Rules may vary slightly from one show to another.
However, safety, pleasure with good form, and good
ring etiquette are always essential. More specifically,
these are the fundamentals of good horsemanship or
equitation:
• Ride a suitable, gentle, obedient horse.
• Use safe tack that fits horse and rider.
• Dress appropriately, neatly, and cleanly.
• Know how to groom, bridle, and saddle.
• Mount and dismount correctly.
• Have a good saddle seat and use hands, legs, and feet
properly.
• Execute correct leads, standing, and backing.
• Follow rules of safety and proper ring courtesy.
• Be a good winner or loser.
Western Horsemanship
CLOTHING
Most shows recommend that the rider wear a western
hat and cowboy boots. Spurs are optional. While some
shows permit chaps to be worn, Illinois 4-H rules
forbid them.
TACK
Western saddles differ from the English type in that
they have a horn in front at the pommel, and a raised
cantle in back. Most shows permit the use of the snaffle,
curb, spade, and similar bits (Fig. 4). Illinois 4-H
rules and others often allow the use of a bosal for
young horses, but do not permit the use of hackmores,
martingales, or tie-downs in competition. Wire curbs
are not allowed. When chin straps or curb chains are
used, they must be at least 1/2 inch wide and must lie
flat against the jaw. Narrow, tight straps or chains will
hurt the horse. A coiled rope or riata may be attached to
the saddle.
MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING
Before mounting, it is advisable to check the girth.
You should be able to insert two fingers half-way under
it. Some horses expand their chests while being saddled,
and when they relax the girth becomes too loose.
A horse should be mounted from the left or near side
(Fig. 5). Stand near the horse at his shoulder. You may
face toward either the hindquarters or the side of the
horse. Gather the reins in your left hand, keeping a
steady contact with the horse's mouth. Too tight a hold
on the reins will often cause a horse to turn or back.
Hold the reins above the crest of the horse's neck just
in front of the pommel of the saddle, with the bight or
end of the reins falling to the off side.
Now with your right hand turn the stirrup toward
you. Put your left foot well into the stirrup. Grasp the
pommel (horn) of the saddle with your right hand.
Give a little spring on your right foot and swing grace-
fully into the saddle.
Some very short people or those who have difficulty
Single-reined bridle. Western saddle: Has horn and raised
cantle.
One-ear bridle.
Hackmore: Has removable mouthpiece and
is easy on mouth; for breaking young
horses.
Halter and lead strap. Bosal: For tender mouths and for training
young horses.
tamaamnm
Curb bit: Has shanks and port. Bar snaffle bit. Twisted wire snaffle. Jointed snaffle. Spade bit.
Western tack. (Fig. 4)
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Mount on left side; first check girth. Hold reins in left hand above withers; turn
the stirrup.
Sit deep and erect in the saddle, with a
good leg grip, heels down, and reins held
lightly in one hand.
Don't flap arms. Don't grasp horn. Don't grab leather; your free hand should
be on thigh or close to side.
Don't have stirrups too short; don't slouch. Don't bounce, but sit close to saddle. Don't take wrong lead; look ahead, not
down.
Dos and don'ts of western horsemanship. (Fig. 5)
TACK CARE
Tack is expensive and thus deserves care after use. Hang up bridles and
harness properly. Keep saddles on racks. If you put a saddle on the
ground, stand it on its front or lay it on its side to avoid bending the skirts
or side fenders.
Keep all equipment in good repair. Wash or wipe the bit (preferably
each time it is taken off) to remove saliva or accumulated dirt. Clean the
saddle underneath and brush the saddle blanket when it is dried out.
Periodic cleaning of saddles with castile or saddle soap is desirable.
Apply the soap to the leather with a sponge that has been wet in warm
water and wrung out. Then remove the lather with a small amount of water
and dry the leather. After drying, apply a leather preservative or neats
foot oil lightly. Avoid heavy applications of oil that darken the leather or
soil clothing. The bridle leather likewise needs periodic cleaning.
in mounting should be permitted to grasp the cantle of
the saddle with the right hand. The important thing is
to mount quickly, efficiently, and quietly so that the
horse remains still.
As soon as you are seated, find the right stirrup with
your right foot. Be sure your stirrup leathers are not
twisted and that the ball of each foot is resting on the
floor of the stirrup.
Dismounting is simply the reverse of mounting. Be
careful not to touch your horse on the croup either in
mounting or in dismounting. Remember to keep hold
of at least one rein. With split reins, the right rein
may either be left up on the neck or taken down as you
dismount. Stand facing the horse's head.
Young people under 13 are not often asked to mount
or dismount in horsemanship classes.
WESTERN POSTURE AND BALANCE
A rider must have a good balanced seat. The seat
differs somewhat according to the purpose for which
you ride. Here we are speaking primarily of a pleasure
seat. It is a natural, comfortable one, with the rider
sitting erect and tall.
Sit deep in the center or lowest part of the saddle.
Sitting too far forward can hinder the horse's shoulder
movement, and sitting too far back places you over the
horse's kidneys rather than his back. Face squarely to
the front and grip with the inside of your thighs, your
knees, and the calves of your legs. Your feet should
hang in a natural position nearly parallel to the side of
the horse, with the ball of the foot resting lightly on the
stirrups and with the heels slightly downward. It is
important to keep the heels down since this aids grip-
ping and cuing.
For good balance the stirrup should be neither too
long nor too short. To get the correct stirrup length
when mounted, allow your feet to hang naturally and
adjust the stirrup so that the floor of the stirrup strikes
about midway between your ankle and your heel. This
length gives just enough knee bend to assure good grip.
Too long a stirrup makes you reach for it, throwing
your body off balance.
Don't ride with your toes either too far ahead or too
far back. A rule of thumb is that a straight line dropped
from your knee should touch the end of your toe. If
your feet are too far forward, your grip is destroyed,
and if your feet are too far back, you can be thrown
forward out of the saddle if your horse should stumble.
Your body above the hips should be erect but relaxed
so that it may go easily with the movement of the
horse. A braced, rigid body position gives the im-
pression that the horse is taking hold of the bit. On the
other hand, relaxation should not degenerate into slop-
piness. Sit tall and look directly between your horse's
ears (Fig. 6). Never look down or to one side as this
is awkward and unbalanced.
Hold your upper arms naturally at the sides, parallel
to your body with your elbows close to your sides.
Elbows that flap with each movement of the horse are
unsightly and are very poor form.
In western riding it is permissible to carry the reins
in either hand, but do not change hands. For good con-
trol, the hand with the reins is best held in front of the
saddle horn and about 3 inches above it (or even with
your belt buckle). The other hand is properly placed on
the thigh or carried in front of the waist with the elbow
close to the body.
Generally the reins should be gripped between the
forefinger and thumb and come out of the hand together
(Fig. 7). Most shows also permit you to place a finger
between the reins except when a romal (braided quirt
on end of reins) is used, or when the ends of the
split reins are held in the hand not used for reining.
Carry the bight (end of reins) on the right side if you
hold the reins in your right hand and on the left side if
you hold the reins in your left hand.
Western horses are guided primarily by neck reining,
so they are usually controlled with a semi-loose rein. It
is important to keep contact with the horse's mouth and
this is accomplished through flexing the fingers and
wrists. Light, flexible hands and wrists provide a deli-
cate give and take between the bit and the rider's hands.
Avoid strong, constant pressure on the bit, which can
result in a hard, calloused, sour mouth.
The rider should always go in rhythm with the horse.
In western horsemanship you should maintain a firm
seat and always sit your saddle. Rising and posting the
trot, which is used in English riding, is not required in
western horsemanship. Standing in the stirrups at a trot
or lope is not good form and will be penalized.
EXECUTION OF GAITS
Western or stock horses should enter the ring at a
walk. In the ring they are expected to perform a walk,
trot (jog), and lope (canter) both clockwise and
counterclockwise.
Although it helps to use your voice in training a
horse, your commands should not be heard in a horse-
manship class. Similarly, leg, feet, and hand cues, which
are useful in training, should not be noticeable in com-
petition. Slapping your horse with the reins is also
poor form.
Pleasure horses should execute a prompt, true walk
with good form. The horse that dances and prances at
the walk, tosses his head, and chafes and pulls at the
bit cannot be regarded as well trained. Judges discount
riders and horses severely for such actions.
The trot is a diagonal two-beat gait and should be
performed at moderate speed with good form. A horse
that suggests he is racing at a trot is going too fast, and
one that performs a laboring, sluggish trot is going too
slowly.
The lope or canter is a three-beat gait that is a
reasonably slow, restrained gallop. In a lope, keep a
firm seat and lean slightly forward to go with the horse.
Horsemanship competition emphasizes the ability to
execute a canter with the correct lead and to change
leads easily and quickly. Taking the correct lead simply
means that when working in a ring, the horse first ex-
tends the foreleg toward the inside of the ring. A horse
should canter with his fore and hind legs in unison.
Judges will discriminate against incorrect leads, dis-
united leads, and faulty changes of leads that are out
of time.
In developing a canter, lift your horse slightly with
rein pressure, turn his head toward the rail, and gently
boot him on the fence side. Too often riders jerk on the
reins rather than lift and release. Jerking the reins
often irritates the horse and causes him to bounce or
stop. Good horsemen should execute a collected canter
without noticeable signals or cues. They will also follow
Good riding form for western horsemanship: Sit deep,
tall, and erect, looking ahead between horse's ears. Hold
reins in one hand, keep the other on thigh. Take correct
lead with the fore leg toward the center of the ring.
(Fig. 6)
Holding reins western style: You may carry the reins
in either hand, but may not change hands. (Left) No
finger is permitted between reins when romal is used
or when ends of split reins are held in hand not used
for reining. Reins should come out of hand together
and be held between forefinger and thumb. (Right) A
finger between reins is permitted when bight (end of
reins) falls on left side. (Fig. 7)
through the execution of the canter and go smoothly
with the horse's movements.
In competition, keep on the rail (except when pass-
ing) and avoid bunching up in a group of riders. You
want the judge to see your riding skill. Be courteous to
other riders but don't hesitate to pass if necessary.
Always pass on the inside toward the center of the ring.
Judges will ask that horses reverse directions in the
ring. Some western rules suggest that you can turn
your horse either toward or away from the rail in re-
versing. Illinois 4-H rules, however, say to reverse in-
side away from the rail. Reversing to the inside tests
the rider's control of his horse, so take care that you
have a firm but gentle hold on the reins.
After execution of gaits, a judge usually asks the
riders to line up their horses in the center of the ring.
A good horseman has taught his horse to stand quietly
with good form. Each competitor may be asked to back
Saddle seat equitation (informal)
Correct attire:
• Suit in a solid color (preferably
navy, black, brown, beige, or
gray); or a white or pastel coat
with dark jodhpurs.
• Coat with notched lapels and two
or three buttons, of mid-hand to
fingertip length; two side pleats
in back preferred.
• Jodhpurs without flare or cuff.
• Black or brown jodhpur boots.
• White or pastel shirt.
• Four-in-hand tie in a solid color
or stripes.
• Soft or hard dark derby to blend
with suit.




• Coat either plain, plaid, or tweed
with three buttons; of mid-hand
or fingertip length; one vent in
mid-back.
• Black, brown, tan, or fawn
breeches or flare-top jodhpurs.
• Stock, ratcatcher, or four-in-hand
tie; may be plaid, striped, or
solid color.
• Hunt cap or hard derby.
• Gloves optional; may be black,
brown or tan.
Correct tack:
• Weymouth or Pelham double-reined bridle (snaffle and curb bits
with the Weymouth); narrow cheek straps and reins preferred; col-
ored or plain leather brow and nose band.
• Show-type or flat saddle with leather or string girth; preferably
used without pad.
• No martingale or tie-down.
Correct tack:
• Single-reined snaffle-bit bridle (double-reined Weymouth or Pelham
bridle also correct); medium-width (not less than '/2 inch) cheek
straps; leather brow and nose band.
• Forward seat jump saddle.
• Felt or lambskin pad permissible.
• No martingale or tie-down.
Attire and tack suggested by the American Horse Show Association. (Fig. 8)
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his horse. The judge hopes that your horse, with a
slight pull on the bit, will back in a straight line without
pulling up his head or turning it. Horses will be dis-
counted if they refuse to back or if they swing their
heads or wring their tails. Often the judge will ask the
rider to dismount and remount. After dismounting,
hold the reins in the right hand and face your horse.
When competition is close and time permits, the
judge may ask experienced riders to individually dem-
onstrate such maneuvers as a figure eight, square stops,
and quarter and half turns. Here he will check for
balance, correct leads, head and tail carriage of the
horse, and generally good form. Other maneuvers
could include: lope and stop, roll backs, 360-degree
turns (spins), riding a serpentine course showing flying
changes of leads, and riding without stirrups. Also, the




For English equitation, informal attire is usually
correct (Fig. 8). This includes a solid-colored saddle
suit, a shirt and tie, black or brown jodhpur boots, and
a soft or hard derby. Gloves are optional. If you do not
have a saddle suit, an alternative would be jodhpurs,
jodhpur boots, shirt, tie, and sweater or vest.
American Horse Show rules require formal attire
for evening saddle seat equitation and three-gaited
classes. Formal attire consists of a tuxedo saddle suit,
a white stiff- front shirt with a bow tie, and top hat.
The formal jodhpur pants have satin stripes down
each leg and the formal jodhpur boots are patent
leather. Never wear formal attire in any five-gaited
class.
For hunter equitation, either a conservative plaid or
a tweed coat along with tan, fawn, black, or brown
breeches or flare-top jodhpurs with cuff are suggested
(Fig. 8). The hunt seat also requires black or brown
high boots or jodhpur boots, and a brown or black hunt
cap or derby. Gloves are optional.
In English competition never wear fancy hats, jockey
caps, or sleeveless coats. Avoid brightly colored suits.
Loose hair detracts from an overall neat appearance
and since contestant's numbers are worn on the back,
riders with long hair should tie it up neatly or wear a
hair net.
SADDLES AND TACK
The cut-back flat saddle is the true English show
saddle (Fig. 9). In front, the pommel is cut out 4
inches at the withers and in back, the cantle has almost
no rise. An acceptable alternative is the English park
saddle, which has a rounded pommel, a slightly higher
cantle, and smaller side flaps. These two saddles should
have white web girths and steel stirrups. American
Horse Show Association rules state that, for saddle
seat equitation, the use of full bridles of the two-bit,
four-rein Weymouth type is mandatory. Martingales or
tie-downs are not permitted. (A Pelham bridle, fitted
with one bit and two sets of reins, is often used in
pleasure riding.)
The forward seat saddle, designed for jumping
horses, has a rounded pommel, forward side flaps with
knee rolls, and a leather girth. In hunt equitation,
American Horse Show rules require the use of a snaffle
bridle fitted with a noseband above or below the bit.
Martingales or tie-downs are permitted in equitation
over jumps but are not allowed in hunt seat classes
where horses are not jumped.
English type spurs and a riding crop may be used
in all English equitation classes.
MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING
To mount, stand close to the horse on the near (left)
side, face slightly toward the rear quarters, gather the
reins in your left hand (one finger between each of the
four reins), and place them on the withers. With your
right hand, turn the stirrup toward you and place your
left foot in it. Grasping the cantle, step up, swing
your right leg over the horse's back, and sit gently into
the saddle. If applicable, stretch the horse before
mounting.
When dismounting, gather your reins in your left
hand, then either step or slide down. After dismounting,
grasp all the reins in your right hand directly below
the bit and stand facing the same direction as the
horse.
SADDLE SEAT POSTURE AND BALANCE
The correct posture is an upright balanced, comfort-
able position (Fig. 10). Do not lean forward or back-
ward. Keep your head and chin up, and look straight
ahead between the ears of the horse. Be sure that both
stirrups are of proper length. To check stirrup length,
allow your feet to hang naturally after you are
mounted; in general, the stirrup should touch the ankle
bone.
For good balance and safety, sit close to the saddle,
roll your knees and thighs in, and keep your seat under
you. Place the entire ball of your foot evenly on the
stirrup bar and push your heels down and out. This will
tilt the outside of your foot slightly upward and will
help you to grip with your knees and thighs. There
should be only a slight slope from your waist to your
knee to permit movement in rhythm with the horse.
With correct body position, a portion of the white
saddle girth can be seen in front of the rider's shin.
A rider's hands largely determine the headset of the
horse, and the horse's headset determines his form,
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Cut-back flat saddle: The true show
saddle; pommel cut out about 4 inches at
the withers.
English park saddle: Has rounded pommel. Forward seat jump saddle: Has knee rolls.
Curb bit and chain.
Weymouth bridle: Has double reins to
snaffle and curb bits; for showing three-
and five-gaited saddlers.
Pelham bridle: Has one bit and double
reins; for pleasure horses, hunters, and
polo ponies.
Hunter bridle: Has one bit and single
reins.
Boots: For protection and for aiding the
gaits of saddlers, roadsters, and Tennessee
Walking Horses.
Standing martingale: Tie-down strap goes
to nose band of bridle to keep the horse
from throwing his head up.
Running martingale: Bridle or driving reins
pass through tie-down strap rings.
English tack. (Fig. 9)
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Good riding form for English equitation: Sit erect,
with light, firm hands held level with the horse's nose.
Maintain a firm seat and good grip, keeping feet paral-
lel to horse. Post on the correct diagonal. (Fig. 10)
Holding reins English style: Reins are always carried
in two hands. (Left) With a single-rein bridle, the rein
comes through the palm and is held between the fore-
finger and thumb. (Right) With a double-reined bridle,
the snaffle reins are outside the little fingers and the
curb reins are between the little and fourth fingers.
(Fig. 11)
balance, and collection. The horse's nose should gener-
ally be on a level with the rider's hands. Keeping wrist
and fingers flexible, maintain a firm but delicate contact
with the horse's mouth. Your upper arms should hang
parallel to your body, with elbows in to avoid flapping
of the arms. Your hands should come just above the
pommel of the saddle about at the waistline, with the
back of the hands up, thumbs close together, and
knuckles nearly vertical.
Practice picking up and holding the reins so that it
becomes a perfect routine. The correct hand and rein
positions are illustrated in Figure 11. Notice where each
rein is in relation to the fingers. When two reins are
carried in each hand, they are separated by the little
finger. The snaffle rein is outside the little finger and the
curb rein is between the little and the fourth finger. It is
also acceptable to hold the curb rein between the middle
finger and the fourth finger, putting two fingers be-
tween the snaffle and curb. The reins come out of the
palm over the first finger and are held in place by the
thumb. If you carry a crop keep it in the hand away
from the rail.
FORWARD HUNT SEAT POSTURE AND BALANCE
The balance and form of saddle seat equitation is
modified slightly for jumping. Generally the rider's
body should be inclined forward in hunt seat to help the
horse over jumps. A jumping horse normally has a
lower head set than a regular saddle horse, so the
rider's hands are carried closer to the horse's neck.
Some shows may include a division for hunt seat
equitation without jumping. The requested gaits in this
division are usually walk, trot, and canter both direc-
tions of the ring. Many times riders are requested to
hand gallop and also sit (not post) a slow trot. The
correct posture at the walk and slow trot is a comfort-
able vertical body position. At the posting trot, canter,
and gallop the rider should lean slightly forward to go
with the horse.
EXECUTION OF GAITS
As mentioned, equitation is the horseman's skill in
getting his horse to perform smoothly. English types of
horses are often more high-strung and animated than
western horses, and thus English equitation takes a
great deal of skill.
A rider's posture, the firm give and take of his hands
on the bit, and pressure from his legs signal the horse's
proper gaits. To initiate the walk — which should be
free and springy— gather the reins with your hands
together above the pommel. Urge your horse forward
with slight pressure from both your legs. Good riders
will anticipate the call for the next gait and have their
horses prepared. To initiate a trot, shorten the reins
slightly and signal the horse with a definite pressure
from your legs. Constant adjustment of the reins is
necessary to keep the horse in good form and balance.
In English equitation, the rider is expected to post
on the correct diagonal, or correct position of the front
leg, when the horse is trotting (Fig. 12). Posting is
gently rising and sitting in the saddle. It is sometimes
called "rocking a trot" and is described by the common
saying, "rise and fall with the leg on the wall." This
means that in a ring the rider will rise slightly out of
the saddle when the horse's fence shoulder comes up,
and will sit when the fence shoulder falls. Do not rise
too far out of the saddle or sit back down with a thump.
Posting should simply be a coordinated motion with
your horse's trot. Keep your horse collected at a trot
with his hind legs under him so that he will go in form
with a balanced stride.
The canter is a three-beat gait, or restrained gallop,
with the fore and hind legs moving in unison. It usually
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Posting the correct diagonal: Rise slightly out of the saddle at the trot
when the horse's outside (fence) shoulder comes up (left). Sit gently in
saddle when the horse's outside shoulder falls. (Fig. 12)
should be taken from a walk or from standing rather
than from a trot. (In certain instances in hunt seat it is
permissible to canter from a trot.) An experienced
horseman should be able to initiate the canter with
almost unnoticeable cues. To do this, shorten the reins,
collect your horse, and turn his head slightly toward
the rail (away from the lead he is to take). With your
heel, cue the horse gently on the rail side behind the
girth. It is important for the balance of the horse that
he take the correct lead, which means taking the first
step with the foreleg toward the center of the ring. A
cross-legged canter (or cantering on a different lead
in front than behind) causes an awkward, uncoordi-
nated gait. If a horse takes the wrong lead, stop him
immediately and start again.
Have a light, firm hand on the reins. If the reins are
checked too tightly, your horse may hop and pound
with his front legs. But if the reins are too loose, he
may lunge into the canter and race rather than go col-
lected. Don't leave the saddle at a canter.
In competition, have confidence in yourself and in
your horse. Do not be afraid to pass another horse on
the inside away from the rail, but do not race or let
your horse sprawl or travel uncollected. Avoid getting
boxed in by other horses that bunch up. Any time you
get into a pocket or bunch of horses, turn your horse
across the ring to the opposite rail. You want the judge
to see your ability and skill of equitation. When asked
to reverse in the ring, stop and gracefully turn toward
the rail, so that the horse will not run out or break
away.
When you are asked to line up, stand your horse
squarely, usually with some stretch (park) to his front
legs. Do not overstretch. Arabians and jumpers are
often not required to stretch. Remember the judge is
watching you, so sit your horse and pay attention to
your posture. Avoid looking at or chatting with your
competitors. When asked to back from a stretched posi-
tion, first take one or two steps forward and then
gently back about four steps. You should not have to
tug or saw on the horse's mouth. Guide your horse in
a straight back with your legs. In English equitation the
rider is not usually asked to dismount.
If you are an experienced rider, the judge may ask
for other work in addition to the walk, trot, and canter.
He may ask you to work individually on the rail, to
demonstrate change of diagonals at a trot, or demon-
strate leads in making a figure eight. He may also ask
you to drop your reins so he can check your routine
in picking them up.
Special Performance Gaits
Major horse shows, aside from equitation or horse-
manship, often call for the performance of special
trained gaits. The gaits requested depend partly upon
the breed or type of horse.
The five-gaited American Saddle Horse is regarded
as the peacock of the performing saddle breeds. It is
expected to perform, in sequence and in both directions
of the ring, the walk, trot, stepping pace (slow gait),
the rack, and the canter.
The stepping pace, called the true slow gait of the
saddler, is a four-beat gait that is comfortable and
showy. The four beats of this gait result from the fact
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that the fore and hind legs of the same side start to-
gether but the hind foot strikes the ground a little ahead
of the fore foot.
The rack (or single foot) is regarded as the epitome
of performance. It is a flashy, animated four-beat gait
with a rhythmical interval between feet. A common
expression is "Rack a hole in the wind," which means
that a saddler should perform this gait in collected
form with speed, reach, and flexion. The rack is diffi-
cult to< perform, but is a smooth gliding gait that is
comfortable for the rider.
In show competition the Tennessee Walking Horse is
expected to perform the walk, running walk, and
canter. The running walk is an acquired gait with the
same sequence of hoof beats as the flat-foot walk, but
with a faster cadence. It is characterized by a long over-
reach of the hind feet which causes the horse to nod
his head and glide over the ground with a rocking chair
motion.
The Missouri Foxtrotting Horse, ridden with a west-
ern saddle and a Walking Horse type bit, performs the
foxtrot gait. This gait resembles a trot in that diagonal
feet rise together but the hind foot strikes the ground
before the fore foot. It is said to be walking in front
and trotting behind, but with a gliding step behind
rather than the hard step of the trot.
The Paso Fino breed seen in the United States today
but native to the Caribbean area and Peru performs
the "paso fino" or "fine step." This is a four-beat gait
similar to the stepping pace, with the lateral legs rising
together but the hind legs striking slightly before the
front ones.
DRIVING OR HARNESS PONIES
Many young pony owners not only enjoy riding, but
also find pleasure in driving their ponies. Major horse
shows often have a harness pony performance division
for adults and youths with classifications according to
pony age, type of driver, and sometimes the type of
hitch (single, pair, or tandem).
The three most common classes for young people
are pleasure driving, roadster, and fine harness. While
American Horse Show rules are generally observed
for these classes, some variations might be adopted for
certain shows.
PLEASURE DRIVING
The pony should be hitched to a suitable two- or
four-wheel buggy. Racing sulkies, roadster carts, or
viceroys are not appropriate. The pony may be shown
without shoes or with a regular keg type shoe. Pads
and weighted shoes are often not allowed. Snaffle or
liverpool driving bits may be used.
Ponies should enter the ring to the right and go
counterclockwise. A pleasure pony will be expected
to walk and trot both ways of the ring and then line up.
At the trot the pony should go collected but not at
excessive speed. (Some judges may ask drivers to
"show your pony," which suggests a smarter, showier
trot.) The pony will be expected to stand quietly with-
out an attendant and should back easily and straight
without yawing or balking.
ROADSTER PONY
Some youth and adult shows include roadster pony
classes. Many regard the roadster as a miniature
Standardbred.
The roadster should wear a low tail crupper, an over-
check, and square blinkers on the bridle, and should be
bitted with a broken or straight snaffle. Martingales and
trotting boots are permissible. The appropriate vehicle
is a sulky, bike, or other similar two-wheeler. Drivers
are expected to wear matching caps and jackets (often
their stable colors), referred to as "colors up" or "with
colors."
Ponies enter the ring to the left, going clockwise at
a jog and then are worked at a road gait. The next
requests are for a jog and reverse followed by a road
gait and "turn on" for speed. Ponies should be shown
on the rail except when passing. A good roadster will
have a free way of going at the extended trot (turned
on) with speed and good form. Reach rather than high
harness action is desired. When lined up, a roadster
is expected to stand without an attendant, and the
driver should remain in his vehicle.
FINE HARNESS PONY
Ponies of this type should wear show type harness
including round blinkers on the bridle, a side check, and
appropriate driving bit. The vehicle should be a viceroy,
side bar buggy, or a similar type four-wheel vehicle.
Ponies should enter the ring to the right going coun-
terclockwise and are to be shown both ways at a "park
pace" and a "smart trot." The park pace is a medium-
length stride with good lift and flexion. After the park
pace, the judge will say, "Show your pony," which
designates a smart trot. This is a straight forward di-
agonal movement with collection, excellent flexion of
the knees and hocks, and high head carriage. Excessive
speed is not desirable. Pulling at the bit, tossing the
head, and breaking stride will be penalized.
Good manners include obedience to commands, stand-
ing quietly when lined up, and backing straight. One
attendant may head each pony and assist briefly in
getting him to stand quietly. Thereafter the attendant
must remain at least two paces from the pony's head.
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RULES OF SAFETY
GENERAL SAFETY IN HANDLING HORSES
• When approaching or going around a horse, always
say "whoa" to let him know you are near.
• Never be loud or boisterous around horses.
• Work close to a horse to avoid receiving the full force
of a kick.
• A horse responds best to gentleness, kindness, and
firmness. A pat or reward will make him your friend.
• A horse may need a firm reprimand when disobedient;
reprimand him right away so he will know why.
• Never lose your temper with a horse and mistreat
him.
• Never kick or strike your horse on his legs or about
his head.
• Take special care around stallions because they may
charge or bite you. Youth shows usually do not permit
showing of stallions.
• Before stabling, cool a warm or hot horse. Many
need to be cooled by walking.
• Do not let a hot horse overgorge on water, but give
him a few swallows at a time.
• Do not feed a horse heavily just before or after a
heavy workout.
• Rub your horse dry and groom him after each ride or
workout.
• Well in advance of the show season teach a horse to
be loaded and hauled.
• Avoid speed in hauling.
SAFETY IN LEADING AND SHOWING
• Be sure your tack is strong and safe. Keep it in good
repair.
• Never wrap the lead strap around your hands or
body. If the horse starts running, he can drag and
hurt you.
• When leading always keep your horse a safe distance
from other horses.
• Do not crowd other horses standing in line, but keep
about 5 feet of space between horses.
• Avoid being stepped on by keeping your feet clear
and watching your horse. Leather shoes offer more
protection than sneakers or sandals.
• In leading always turn the horse to the right, which
means pushing him rather than pulling him toward
you.
• Never tie a horse to a wire fence.
• Do not tie with an over-long rope.
SAFETY IN RIDING
• Do not mount in close quarters or in barns with low
ceilings.
• Avoid loose flapping clothing, but wear well-fitted
clothing. Long hair should be tied up neatly.
• Use safe, strong, correct-fitting tack.
• Check the girth before mounting.
• Warm your horse up gradually, first at a walk, then a
jog-
• Keep to the inside of the ring except when passing.
• When pleasure riding, stay on the right side of the
road but pass another horse on the left.
• Slow down when making a sharp turn.
• Walk rather than run a horse up or down hill.
• Avoid racing pleasure horses so they do not form bad
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